Your Go-To Partner for Integrations
into Red Hat Ansible Automation
and Red Hat CloudForms

Unified Automation and Management
of Hybrid Infrastructure
FOR

Independent
software vendors

System
integrators

Red Hat Ansible
Automation modules
are designed and developed
adhering to the Ansible philosophy.
Customer use cases are always
considered first.

Solution
providers

are supported and maintained,
following Red Hat Ansible Automation certification program.
meet Red Hat quality standards,
bundled with a comprehensive and
self-documented test suite.

Red Hat CloudForms
providers
are designed and integrated in
accordance to Red Hat’s acceptance criteria.
are maintained and supported with
L2 and L3, integrated into Red Hat
support services.
are aligned with Red Hat development life-cycle, thoroughly tested
and well-documented.

Long-term support

Quality by design

Consulting

XLAB Steampunk
We specialize in extending Red Hat
automation
and
management
products. Since 2016 we’ve been
actively contributing to ManageIQ,
the open source project for Red Hat
CloudForms.
Our
team
has
developed Amazon Elastic Block
Storage and Amazon Simple Storage
Service providers and is currently
maintaining
Redfish,
Nuage
Networks
Virtualized
Services
Platform and VMware vCloud
Director providers. Collaboration
with Red Hat, its partners and the
open source communities gives us a
strong know-how and makes us a
reliable partner.

“XLAB has been a valuable partner to Red Hat and an active contributor in the ManageIQ and Ansible communities. Its work on ManageIQ
providers

for

software-defined

networking,

Redfish

enabled

infrastructure, and cloud platforms have helped to further extend the
powerful capabilities of Red Hat CloudForms to manage across
hybrid infrastructure.”
Thomas Anderson, senior director, Management, Red Hat

“We recommend XLAB as one of the most professional and capable
software development organizations we have done business with. We
find them to be incredibly humble and experts in all things Open
Source. Beyond producing high quality software, XLAB provides a
breadth of industry-leading product and architectural knowledge that
is constantly applied through the entire product development life
cycle. This results extremely stable and highly-optimized software for
our customers.”
Ian Evans, principal solutions architect, WWT

Close partnership
with Red Hat

Agile and
solution-oriented

“Nuage Networks is engaged with XLAB for various design & development projects that rely on XLAB's in-depth technical knowledge
and development agility to fulfil our requirements. XLAB's ability to
quickly and expertly come up-to-speed on new technologies and
develop integrations that leverage them have exceeded our initial

Strong
expertise

expectations and enabled Nuage Networks to deliver our CloudForms integration.”
Philippe Dellaert, Product Line Manager, Nuage Networks

If interested in partnering with us, contact us:

steampunk@xlab.si

XLAB is an IT solution company focused on cloud computing, remote desktop, cyber-security, Internet of Things and
data analytics, with its own interdisciplinary research team.
Since 2001, and in a team of 100+, XLAB has become a
synonym for technology innovation, excellence, open
exchange of ideas and teamwork.

Get IT done.
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